Phase 1: January 1-February 14: All sibs can book their primary slot.

Phase 2: February 15-March 31: All sibs can book a second slot, but can be bumped by a sib who hasn’t yet reserved a primary slot;

Phase 3: April 1-May 31: Sibs can reserve a 3rd slot.

Phase 4: June 1-2nd Monday in October: Sibs can reserve any additional slots.

NOTES:

1. Each slot is 10 nights at either house. Booking 5 nights at both houses = 10 total nights.
2. Kasses may book 18 nights at Sandy Knoll for what constitutes a slot.
3. Sibs must always give notice to each other before considering a booking final. Sibs have 7 days to write back that they were hoping for (part of) the same slot and to work it out between them.